Manufacturer’s Workshops – Tier E
(See Final Program on site for finalized schedule)

Saturday, October 10, 2015
1:00 PM – 5:00 PM (4 hour‐ workshops)
A Breakthrough in Socket Design: The Infinite Socket™ from LIM Innovations (MWE-1)
Sponsor: LIM Innovations
Introducing the Infinite Socket™ by LIM Innovations. A blend of proprietary materials and
modular components give this custom-molded socket unprecedented versatility for patient and
practitioner alike. The four hour workshop will provide background on LIM Innovations, teach
the skills needed to fit the Infinite Socket, and prepare you to become an Infinite Socket
provider. If you are interested in attending and receiving more information prior to the workshop,
please RSVP to RSVP@LIMInnovations.com.
2015 Update – Best Business Practices/ ABC Accreditation Standards - Improving Your
Business While Increasing Your Compliancy (MWE-2)
Sponsor: ABC
Are you up to date with your accreditation standards? Are you positive that you’ll glide through
your next accreditation survey? If you’re not 100% sure your answer is “yes”, then this
workshop is for you. Be escorted through ABC’s extensive resource of accreditation tools to help
you become and remain the best practice you can be. You’ll leave this session with a set of skills
that you can immediately put into practice.
Pedorthics "To fab or not to fab" (MWE-3)
Sponsor: Pedorthic (Dennis J.)
A review of internal fabrication, outsourcing and premade options.
Approved Clinical Mentor Course (ACM) Part II (MWE-4)
Sponsor: NCOPE
The primary goal is to provide clinicians with practical clinical education skills in conjunction
with real-world applications. Secondarily, this program hopes to develop a cultural change in
how mentoring students/residents is viewed in the O&P profession. The ACM program will be
geared towards O&P practitioners interested in supervising and teaching O&P residents as well
as students/residents in the clinical setting. Successful completion of this training session and
online assessment will not only meet the minimum requirements to be a mentor / residency
director per the NCOPE residency standards, but also provide the practitioner with additional
training to enhance their skills needed to educate novice practitioners. The ACM credential will
not be a requirement to supervise a student or resident at the time of its initial delivery, but will
considered additional training above and beyond the current NCOPE course offerings required to
host an accredited residency program.

Introduction to the World of 3D Printing (MWE-5)
Sponsor: E-nable, assisted by Create Prosthetics
This workshop will be an introduction to the world of 3D printing and will include: ·
presentation on e-NABLE, the remarkable community of volunteers using 3D printers to produce
hand and arm devices for children and other underserved populations for whom traditional
prosthetics are out of reach · demonstration and explanations of 3D technologies used by the
community and, increasingly, by prosthetists · a hands-on opportunity to assembly and
manipulate the devices
Upper Limb Developments from SteeperUSA (MWE-6)
Sponsor: Steeper USA
Advances in the development of design of multi articulated and single articulated Myo electric
upper limb prosthetics. Discussion into the 3 sizes of the Bebionic hand and new single
articulated Myo electric hand. Demonstrating the fitting and function of the ELEC60 electrode
off all variation Suspension leg/Sealin electrode on a range of sockets. Clinical walk through the
setup of steeper hands, including of the bebalance and the new clinician Myo configurator.
Questions?
Contact AOPA headquarters at assembly@aopanet.org or (571) 431-0876
Registration and travel information is available at www.AOPAnet.org
We look forward to seeing you in San Antonio, October 7-10 at the Henry
B. Gonzalez Convention Center, 200 Market Street, San Antonio, Texas.

